In two recent papers [5] , [6] I considered certain conditions for locally compact groups and I mentioned at the end of [6] that there might be close connections between these properties and the theory of groups with invariant means. The purpose of the present note is to study these relations. Among other things, I will prove that (with the notation of [6]) 7(G) = 1 implies that G is amenable (i.e., has an invariant mean) and that amenability of G is equivalent to G being a 7C2-group in the sense of [5] . Concerning the remark at the end of [6], M. Kneser pointed out to me that 7(G) >1 implies 7(G) =». Indeed, it is almost immediate that \abu\ . \au\ . \bu\
inf -j-j-^ inf --jinf -:-j|t7|>0 | U\ \U\>0 I U\ |£7|>0 | U\ for arbitrary compact sets A and B in G. The group G = SL(2, R) shows that the answer to the question in the second remark is "no": If H is the solvable subgroup of triangular matrices in G, then G\77 is compact, 7(77) = 1, but 7(G) = oo, because G is not amenable.
• I wish to thank Professors P. Eymard, F. P. Greenleaf and H. Reiter for helpful comments and for bringing to my attention a couple of relevant papers.
1. Let G be a locally compact group with left invariant Haar measure dx. The Haar measure of a measurable subset X of G is denoted by | X\. We start with a series of conditions for G:
(A) For every e > 0 and every compact KEG there exists a compact set UEG such that \KU\<il +e) \ U\.
Using the invariant 7(G) introduced in [6] , this means 7(G) = 1.
(B) G is amenable.
This means that there exists a nontrivial left invariant mean on the Banach space of all complex valued, bounded, continuous functions on G. F. Greenleaf proved in [3] and [4] , that this is equivalent to the existence of invariant means on any one of the following spaces: 7,°°(G) = bounded measurable functions, Cru(G) = bounded right uniformly continuous functions, CJG) = bounded two-sided uniformly continuous functions.
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There are many other conditions all equivalent to (B) (for references see [3] ):
(B1) Hulanicki's condition. All irreducible continuous unitary representations 0/ G are weakly contained in the le/t regular representa-
This condition is already satisfied if the trivial one-dimensional representation is weakly contained in X, which in turn is equivalent to (B2) The constant/unction 1 is, on every compact set 0/ G, the uni/orm limit 0/ positive definite functions of the form d>*<p* with continuous functions <p with compact carrier.
For a discussion of these and other properties of G see, e.g., [2, §18.3].
(B8) Reiter's condition.
For every compact KEG and every e>0
there exists a function fEL1 (G) with f^Q, |/|i=l and \j-f\ i<efor all xEK.
Here xf is the function xf(t) =f(x~~1t) and | j 1 is the norm in L1. 2. Now we investigate the relations among the conditions (A) through (Ep) listed above.
Proposition 1. (A) implies (B).
We prove (A)=>(C). Let e, K and U he as in (C) and assume e = e2EK. For xEK we have KUDx UV)U, hence (l+e)| U\ ^\KU\ \xUVJU\ =\xU\ +\ U\ -\xUDU\ =2\ U\ -\ x UD U\. Therefore Proof. Assume G satisfies (B) and contains closed normal subgroups 77 and R such that G/77 is discrete, 77 is almost connected and R is the radical of 77. From Corollary 2.2.3 in [3] it follows that H/R is compact. Because R is solvable we have 7(P) = 1, therefore Theorem 1 in [6] gives 7(G) ^ 7(G//7)7(H/P)7(P) = /(G//J).
Hence it suffices to prove the theorem for a discrete group G. In this case we use condition (C). Let K be finite in G, \K\ =n, and e>0. 
